Addressing important questions in chemical biology requires the use of non-invasive high-resolution detection and imaging techniques. Due to its non-destructive and real-time character combined with a detection limit reaching single-molecule scales, 1 fluorescence is often a method of choice to evaluate ligand-protein interactions. Ideally, fluorescent probes used in bioimaging should meet the following requirements: 1) high quantum yield combined with high chemical stability and photostability; 2) absorption and emission spectra in the far-red region to avoid signal contamination by cellular autofluorescence and to enhance tissue penetration 2 and 3) a fluorogenic character of the label, i.e. a capacity to turn on its fluorescence after interaction with the target, which allows wash-free imaging.
3 Environment-sensitive dyes, which change their intensity as a function of solvent polarity 4a,b and viscosity, 4c,d are particularly useful for achieving fluorogenic response. We have recently described the first red fluorescent turn-on ligands based on environment-sensitive Nile Red for imaging G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) in living cells. 5 However, these probes suffer from the limited photochemical stability and brightness of the Nile Red fluorophore. Among the known far-red dyes, cyanines are the most widely used due to their strong absorption, straightforward chemistry and tunable optical parameters.
3b, 6 Although cyanines display some environment sensitivity, 7 their fluorogenic character is not pronounced as they also fluoresce efficiently in aqueous media. 8 In search for photostable far-red dyes with environmental sensitivity for the detection of membrane GPCRs, we turned our attention to squaraine dyes. Discovered in 1965, 9 squaraines have been largely used as organic solar cell materials, twophoton absorbing materials and sensitizers for photodynamic therapy. ) and photostability, 8b,10c only few reports showed their applications for bioimaging, 10b,10d and their use for studying membrane receptors was not explored. One of the reasons could be the chemical instability of type A squaraines in biological medium, caused by nucleophilic attack on the electron-deficient cyclobutene ring.
11 This feature stimulated the development of stable but non-fluorogenic and bulky squaraine-rotaxanes. 12 In contrast, the stability of type B squaraines in biological media has never been evaluated so far. Moreover, these dyes have never been used as environment-sensitive labels to monitor ligand-receptor interactions. Herein, we demonstrate that a bright far-red squaraine of type B is stable against nucleophiles, in contrast to squaraine-arene (type A), and exhibits fluorescence enhancement in apolar media combined with high photostability. These features enabled wash-free imaging of the oxytocin G protein-coupled receptor (OTR) in living cells with excellent contrast.
We first compared the chemical stability of the two types of squaraines against strong nucleophiles, using two model dyes, i.e. type A squaraine-arene 1 and type B squaraine-arylidene SQ-COOH (Figure 1 ). Squaraine-arenes were reported to be unstable in the presence of thiols (cysteine or glutathione) and cyanide, and were used for their quantitative detection.
11 Since the direct consequence of the nucleophilic addition to the squaraine core is the disruption of the conjugation, resulting in a complete loss of fluorescence, their chemical stability was assessed by monitoring their fluorescence intensity with time. As shown in Figure 2A and Figure S2 in SI, a fast and nearly complete loss of fluorescence was detected when 10 mM dithiol dimercaprol (DMP) was added to 200 nM ethanol solution of 1, whereas in the same conditions the fluorescence intensity of SQ-COOH remained constant. Being encouraged by the stability of SQ-COOH in the presence of DMP, we designed a squaraine-derived probe for the oxytocin G protein-coupled receptor (OTR) using the OTR peptide ligand carbetocin (CBT), following a previously described strategy. 5 The introduction of a polar PEG8 spacer between the dye and the peptide was shown to enhance the solubility of the probe and to decrease non-specific interactions with serum proteins and lipid membranes (Scheme 1). SQ-COOH was coupled to monoprotected diamine NH 2 -PEG8-NH-Boc under in situ PyBOP activation, followed by the reaction of the resulted amine with succinic anhydride. The resulting pegylated squaraine-acid 2 was then coupled to Lys 8 -CBT (synthesized as previously described 5 ) to afford the desired OTR ligand SQ-PEG-CBT in 30% yield. The binding affinity of the probe for OTR was then evaluated by timeresolved FRET, as previously described. 13 Despite the incorporation of the squaraine dye, SQ-PEG-CBT displayed high affinity for OTR (K d = 0.42 ± 0.20 nM, see SI for the experimental protocol) in the same range than that reported for unmodified CBT (K i = 1.96 nM).
Next, we evaluated the effect of the polarity of various solvents on the spectroscopic properties of SQ-PEG-CBT compared to SQ-COOH and compound 2. In organic solvents, all molecules exhibited a sharp absorption band which was only slightly shifted to blue (10 nm) in polar methanol with respect to apolar dioxane (Table S1 in , in line with previous reports.
8b,10c In water, the absorption band was blue shifted and slightly broadened with some decrease in the extinction coefficient. As this effect was more pronounced for SQ-COOH, which should be less soluble in water, we suggest that it might undergo partial aggregation in water. The emission maxima of the dyes also showed weak blue shift (~8 nm) upon increase in solvent polarity from dioxane to methanol ( Figure  2B and Table S1 in SI). Thus, squaraine-arylidenes similarly to cyanines cannot be considered as solvatochromic dyes. On the other hand, the fluorescence quantum yields (QYs) decreased systematically with the increase in solvent polarity from dioxane to methanol. The QY value was the lowest in water with the following order SQ-COOH < 2 < SQ-PEG-CBT. We speculate that the additional PEG and CBT groups likely decreased the aggregation of the dye in water 12 and/or screened partially the squaraine from bulk water. Although these squaraine derivatives cannot be called fluorogenic because of their non-negligible fluorescence in water (2.4-8.6%), they showed clear environment-sensitive fluorescence enhancement, i.e. 6-21-fold increase from water to apolar 1,4-dioxane (Table  S1 ). This attractive property, required for background-free cellular imaging, is an advantage over cyanines, exhibiting efficient fluorescence in water and thus, much lower environment-driven fluorescence enhancement.
8,10d Moreover, taking into account the extinction coefficients and quantum yields in apolar media (up to 50%) of these squaraines, their exceptional brightness (157 000 M -1 ×cm -1 ) reaches the highest limits reported to date for fluorophores whether they are fluorogenic or not.
14 In comparison, our previous fluorogenic OTR probe derived from Nile Red, displayed a molar absorption coefficient in dioxane of 38 000 M -1 ×cm -1 , 15 which together with a quantum yield of 0.7 16 resulted in a brightness of only 26 600 M -1 ×cm -1 . We next examined the interaction of the parent dye SQ-COOH and the OTR probe SQ-PEG-CBT with bovine serum. To this end, we titrated both compounds in phosphate buffer solution with bovine serum ( Figure 2C ). For SQ-COOH, the fluorescence reached a plateau at 1% serum, indicating a strong binding of the dye to serum components. In sharp contrast, for SQ-PEG-CBT the fluorescence increase was moderate, indicating that the PEG and CBT groups decreased drastically non-specific interactions, as we observed earlier for a similar Nile Red-based compound. 5 Moreover, no squaraine degradation was detected in the presence of 10% serum proteins after 4 hours of incubation in the dark, confirming the excellent chemical stability of the developed probe. Next, confocal imaging with SQ-PEG-CBT was performed on HEK293 cells expressing wild-type OTR (wtOTR cells, Figure  3 ). After only 5 min of incubation, clear membrane staining was detected with 20 nM of SQ-PEG-CBT ( Figure 3A) . Competition with a large excess (2 µM) of unlabeled CBT led to the disappearance of the membrane fluorescence, demonstrating the receptor-specific binding of SQ-PEG-CBT ( Figure 3C ). The specificity of the probe was also confirmed by using cells expressing OTR fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP-OTR cells). In this experiment, SQ-PEG-CBT was perfectly colocalized with GFP ( Figure S3 ). To highlight the capacity of the probe to track OTR in the cells, SQ-PEG-CBT was incubated with wtOTR cells for 30 min at 37 °C. As a result, the internalization of OTR was clearly observed ( Figure 3B ), whereas the pretreatment of the cells with an excess of CBT (2 µM) prevented the probe from binding and internalization ( Figure 3D ). Thereby, SQ-PEG-CBT can trigger OTR internalization. As we showed earlier for NR-PEG-CBT conjugate, CBT preserved its functional activity due to the PEG spacer. 5 Noteworthy, due to its environmental sensitivity and its accumulation on cell membranes as a result of the binding to OTR, the SQ-PEG-CBT ligand allowed washfree imaging of OTR-expressing cells without any detectable background fluorescence. To understand the response of the squaraine moiety to OTR binding, the spectroscopic properties of SQ-PEG-CBT were evaluated in suspensions of wtOTR cells. Following excitation at 620 nm, the fluorescence emission of SQ-PEG-CBT was red shifted from 635 nm in the buffer to 642 nm in presence of the cells ( Figure S4 ). The fluorescence intensity underwent a 4-fold increase at 655 nm in the presence of wtOTR compared to the buffer. These results confirmed that after binding to OTR, the dye localized in relatively apolar lipid-receptor environment, as we showed earlier for the Nile Red probe. 5 Next, to evaluate the photostability of the squaraine-based probe, photobleaching experiments in comparison with the previously reported Nile Red derivative NR-PEG-CBT were performed (see SI for the details). The GFP-OTR cells were stained with 20 nM of either NR-PEG-CBT or SQ-PEG-CBT and subjected to continuous laser irradiation (50 consecutive double-average scans). As the extinction coefficients of squaraine and Nile Red dyes differ nearly 10-fold, while their quantum yields in apolar media are close, the intensities of two lasers (488 nm for Nile red and 635 nm for squaraine) were adjusted to get similar fluorescence intensities with the same photomultiplier gain. These conditions ensured that approximately the same number of photons was absorbed by these dyes during the photobleaching experiment. As shown in Figure 4 , NR-PEG-CBT rapidly lost its fluorescence after the first scans (with a stability half-time of 6 scans), whereas SQ-PEG-CBT displayed a much higher photostability losing only 25% of its initial intensity after 50 scans ( Figure S5 ). 
Conclusions
For the first time, the chemical stability of squaraine-arylidenes against strong nucleophiles was demonstrated. Exceptionally high brightness, far-red absorption and emission, fluorescence enhancement in apolar media, combined with an excellent photostability allowed us to consider this class of dyes as attractive labels for fluorescence imaging of biomolecules and cellular processes. In particular, these dyes are suited for monitoring ligand-receptor interactions and for tracking receptor internalization, as demonstrated for the membrane oxytocin receptor, a prototype of G protein-coupled receptors.
